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Abstract 
 
Today, Green Smart cards are utilized in many real time 

applications like health care, banking, ID verification and access control, 

mobile communications, payphone card, passport card and license card. 

While there are plenty of styles of smart cards, it's dangerous to hold and 

guard them. Usually the smart cards use a magnetic tapes or Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) tags to transfer the digital data by recording 

a magnetic pattern within a stripe. These cards store an enormous amount of 

sensitive information, which some inhabitants see as a security risk. During 

this proposed model to include the precise functionality in smart phones 

using Quick Response (QR) Code. QR code is usually utilized 

n matrix code and results in the larger number of usage in smart phones. 

Through the QR code typically consists of random textures to include a 

significant level of encryptions. So as to defend the info inbuilt the QR Code, 

this model implements a mixture of multiple encryption techniques to 

encrypt the information underneath the QR Code. Thus the QR Code 

makes the info transmission faster and cheaper because it requires a 

sensible phone with a camera, which everyone carries. Thus the Multiple 

Encryption techniques employed in open-end credit is useful to secure the 

information. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 Generally Smart cards are used for storage of data, transaction 

processing with     strong security authentication. Smart cards are used 

generally in ATM‟s, Banks, Passports, Shopping Malls, E-Ticketing and in 

many such services [1]The sample smart card as shown in the figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 :Smart Card 

 
 Green Smart Card uses magnetic strips or radio frequency identification 

(RFID) for storing the information. Both the magnetic strips and RFID bit are 

so expensive and hence the production is also high. Maintaining smart card is 

also another concern, if the magnetic strip or RFID gets damaged then the 

information gets lost easily. 

 These smart cards are used only for single purpose. Smart cards are 

limited for only one system, if there are 100 such systems then one has to 

carry100 smart cards. This can be eliminated my clubbing multiple systems 

together. 

 

1.1    Purpose of QR Code 
 
 QR Codes are used to store data generally in Universal Resource 

Locators for consumer advertising. QR codes generally have greater memory 

size and faster readability than the 2d Bar codes. QR codes are easy and are 

flexible to use. The cost of generating and maintaining the QR code is less 

and very easy to transmit [2]. QR code is easy to read where as a normal 

phone based camera can be used for reading the data inside the QR – Code. 
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                  1.2 Advantage of using QR code 
 

 Taking these advantages of a QR - Code we are proposing a 

multipurpose QR - Code in which multiple types of data‟s are stored. In 

multipurpose qr-codes systems such as ATM‟s, PAN card, Passport, 

Electoral Card etc. can be made to co-exists which means multiple systems 

can use same qr-code without the need of multiple QR codes for each 

system. 

 

1.3 Limitations 
 

1. Production cost of smart cards is high. 

2. They are used only for single purpose. 

3. Maintenance and replacement cost is also high. 

4. Uses separate reader for reading the information inside the smart card. 

 

 In this work, section 2 shows the various authors gave the suggestion of 

generating a QR code. The section 3 describes the new proposed technique 

for the generation of QR code 

 The section 4 shows the functional module of a QR code service. The 

section 5 tells the testing of the user applications not affect the system 

environment and user data‟s. The section 6 tells the success rate of 

generating the QR code to validate the user data. Finally, the last two 

sections describes the conclusion and future enhancement on generating a 

QR code and then able to apply in real time applications. 

 

                2 Related Works  
 

      Maryam Savari, and Yeoh Eng Thiam [3] proposed a method where 

multiple encryption techniques are combined effectively to store multiple 

data‟s in an exceedingly open-end credit card. The information stored 

inside the card should be efficient in transferring the information and 

must even be secured. 
           Mohammed Nazeh Abdul Wahid and Abdulrahman [4] have analysed 

the performance and comparisons of assorted encryption techniques had 

done. Comparison is predicated on two factors like speed and security. Both 

symmetric and asymmetric algorithms are compared. They studied all the 

Cryptographic Algorithms like DES, 3DES, AES, RSA and Blowfish for to 

avoid the web Guessing Attacks. 
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Yu-hsun Lin, Yu Pei Chang and Ja ling Wu [5] suggest the idea for 

beautifying the QR code design. QR-code generally consists of random 

textures which aren't appropriate for incorporating with other optical designs. 

They designed a QR code is sort of a noise picture. It's difficult to decode the 

QR code using various encryption techniques to urge the first data. This QR 

code is readable by the machine only and personalized form appearance to 

the human user. 

 T.Abdurahmonov, Y.E.Thiam and Y.H.Helmi [6] proposed a technique 

for designing a smart card using QR code. It is helpful to store the personal 

information such as passport, License, Financial and health care details. Thus 

the global multipurpose smart card has designed for these requirements. All 

the data is to be there in a QR code only. 

 

              3 Problem Statements 
 
      In this proposed scheme, the user can incorporate the all functionalities 

of smart card and also making it a multipurpose code. Here QR code is used 

instead of magnetic tape or RFID‟s for storing and reading the information. 

The data is retrieved using a normal web cam or a smart phone cam. Systems 

such as voter, e-passport, banking or any such system are made to co-exist 

inside the QR code making it a truly a multipurpose code [7]. The QR code is 

dynamic in the sense i.e.QR code gets changed if information is added or 

updated.  The sample QR code as shown in the figure 2 
 

Figure 2 QR code 

 The Data inside the QR code is encrypted using the multiple encryption 

techniques. Multiple encryption techniques have confirmed that the 

knowledge integrity is maintained. Thus the MASH Application carries of 

those processes of retrieving, storing and securing the information inside the 

QR code [8]. MASH generator and MASH checker are windows phone 

mobile app which is employed for generating and checking the info. And 

there is also a web based MASH application where user registration is 

disbursed. 
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Advantages 
 

• Production cost of QR code is very less. 

• There is scope for using the same QR code for multiple purposes. 

• Maintenance and replacement cost is also very less. 

• There is no need of separate reader for reading the information inside the 

QR code. 

 

4 Modules Description  
  

 The system consists of a register; encrypt data, QR Code Generation, QR 

Code Read, Decrypt Data, QR Code Generation and Check/Update 

information. The figure 3 shows the functional module of a QR code service. 

All the Functional blocks are managed by the Azure operating system. Azure 

is a flexible cloud platform that enables the user to deploy or build or access 

application throughout a global network of managed data centres.  Windows 

Azure‟s utilises a distributed caching and permit the system to scale back 

latency to a greater extent. It releases a greeter application performance for 

all domains. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 System Modules 
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4.1 Register 
 
  Here, the user has to register to the website by giving personal details 

register module is the first step through which the details are stored in the 

database. Based on the user details the admin has to authenticate the user. 

(Figure 4). 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 User Registration 

4.2  Encrypt Data 

        A symmetric algorithm is used in the data to be encrypted and then the 

key is encrypted using an asymmetric algorithm [9]. The encrypted key and 

the data are combined by the concatenation mechanism and then the 

encrypted string is passed on to QR Code generation. The figure 5 shows the 

encryption data process. Here, the Data Protection API of Microsoft .Net 

Framework is used to encrypt the user data and the key is encrypted using 

Caesar Cipher. The pre-encrypted data will contain the proper separators that 

contribute to uniquely the data between each other (Figure 5). 

encryption[10]. 

                                                Figure 5 Encryption 
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1. Using the standard Cryptographic algorithm to generate a private key for  

      its corresponding public key. 

2. Then encoded the private key to “privkey.txt” and public key to  

     “pubkey.txt” respectively. 

3. Using hash algorithm to generate the digital signature for given the input  

      file(user information) along with private key. 

4. Unification process has done for to compress the original file along with  

       the digital signature. 

5. All the data‟s information to be zipped into a file. 

6. Finally, QR(Quick response) code has generated for the created zip file 
 

  The following figure 6 hold the Encryption Flow Model[10]. 

 

 

 

 

                              
Figure 6  Encryption Model 

          

 

The following Encode algorithm is used to generate the QR code 
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         Algorithm: Encode to generate QR Code 

 

 Begin  

      Step 1: Create and initialize the key pair randomly to get the private and  

                 public key. 

   Step 2: Use base64 technique to digitize the private key and public key 

                       Step 3: Signature object has generated to initialize for read a buffer data  

           from the input file ≠ 0 

                   Begin 

          3.1 Update operation has done for each byte of data 

           3.2  Then divide the entire stream of input bytes into 3 bytes of each    

                 block 

          3.3 Divide 24 bits of each 3-byte block 

                            3.4 Create a four groups of 6 bits. 

          3.5 Use Base64 character set map to print a single character. 

                   End 

   Step 4: Generate a digital signature 

   Step 5: if imported signature == generated signature 

                Display “Image generated” 

            Else 

              Display”Verification not done” 

  End 
 

4.3 QR Code Generation 
 

 In this module, QR code is generated supported encrypted data. The QR 

code generated is dynamic within the sense if the data get changed or added 

then QR code gets updated [11]. The foremost important pattern of finder  

Pattern is to acknowledge the location of QR code. Version information, 

format information and timing pattern are besides within the finder patterns. 

Alignment Pattern‟ is going to be exit during a QR code together with 

version number and helpful for correcting the warping effect. The alignment 

pattern, finder pattern and timing pattern are the function patterns of a QR 

code. The encoding regions can be defined by the other regions within the 

green colour. These regions are often accustomed store the info for the error 

correction code words. QR code utilizes RS codes for providing the error 

correcting methods. All the code words are represented by and appeared in 

consecutive modules. There are error correction levels ( i.e., and from low to 

high) which may recover 7.2%, 15.3%, 25.2% and 30.2%  error code words 

of the full QR code. A QR code contains various RS codes, where one RS 

code is enough to store the message in common [12]. The remaining RS 

codes are typically desires to store non-meaningful messages. QR code with 

description number and amendment level is denoted as (10,L ).  
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4.3.1 QR Code Read 
 

 In this module, QR code data which is encrypted is read. Reading is done 

using a normal cam or a webcam attached to the system [13]. QR code can 

either be in the app or can be in printed in the paper (as shown in the Figure 

7). 

 

  

 

 

 

 
                                                                  Figure 7: QR Code Generation 
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4.4 Decrypt Data 
 

 The encrypted data are extracted from the QR Code and the data is 

separated into data and key components. The data component is decrypted 

using the components with the separators pre-assigned during the encryption 

process [14]. The separated data is decrypted, initially, by an Asymmetric 

data and then by a Symmetric data. Here, the data is initially decrypted using 

Caesar Cipher and, then, by Data Protection API of Microsoft .Net 

Framework (Figure 8). The post decryption process involves dissemination 

of data into separate relevant components which will be held for cross 

check[15]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Decryption 

 The following procedure holds to decode the information[16] 

 

       1. Scan the “QR code‟ using the camera or mobile device. 

             2. Write operation has performed in the decoded data to create a new  

                „zip file‟ 

            3.  Decompress the zip file and then view the main content of the  

                 file. 

            4.  If the user perform request, using digital signature to verity the  

                Authentication. 

            5.  Display the verification result. 
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                                              Figure 8: Decryption  Model 

 

 The above diagram (figure 8) perform the QR has decrypted in the 

mobile for the user verification. The following decode algorithm to decode 

the QR code and validate the user request[16].  

 

 

 

 

Algorithm: QR Code has decoded 

                  Begin  

     Step 1: Scan the QR code image 

     Step 2: Binary manipulation operation has performed to construct the  

                 object,  ‟bitmap‟ 

      Step 3: Using standard library function to decode the object, „bitmap‟. 

      Step 4: Store it in the object 'result' 

      Step 5: Convert the resultant object, ‟result‟ into a string 

      Step 6: write it to 'result.zip'. 

      Step 7: Extract the result.zip 

      Step 8: If the user access request 

                        Sign operation has performed 

      Step 9: Display Verification result 

 End 
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4.5 Check/Update 
 

 In this module the decrypted text is made to check with the data stored 

inside the database. It cross checks the user information with the data stored 

in the database (as shown in the figure 9). 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Cross Check Data 

 

 

 

 5 Software Testing and Maintenance 
 

The objectives of this proposed work are to create sure that the system 

never gets affected all told time with none bug. Stipulation must be for 

ecological changes which can affect the pc or software. Thus shows the 

upkeep of the system hold well. During this scenario, the method may be 

added without affecting other parts of the system. The rapid changes occur 

within the working environment because of the encryption/decryption 

function and not collapse the user details [17]. The QR code data protects the 

user information and never give the prospect to the bots (hackers) to access 

the user information during a green open-end credit. 

Testing is that the important concern to test the user details correctly. 

The serval testing process has taken for the right generation of QR code. The 

standard software is tested besides attaining the desired functionality and 

routine. During this proposed work, the software is worked with some 

fastidious user action at law and so predicts the encrypted data to come up 

with the proper QR code. It‟s a dynamic generation and also the decrypted to  
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test or validate or update the user data correctly. The figure 10 shows the 

cross verification of the info in item table and data bases. 

 
Figure  10  : Cross verification in item table vs data bases 

 

 

6 Result and Discussion 
 
 The success of the testing process is to work out the error and mostly 

depends upon the action criteria for testing any software. The user wants to 

have a top level view of the expected performance of the system and method 

of determining whether the observed actions confirmed to the expected 

performance. The software testing methodology check to verify the 

knowledge stored within the database along with the data stored within the 

item table (as shown in figure 10). The validation test gave the 99 % 

accuracy of all user data analysis by employing a green charge account 

credit credit. The figure 11 shows the user have the choice for to check them 

personal details. 
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Figure 11: Checker Option  for user details 

  

 The figure 11 shows the user have the choice to check his personal 

details in Mash card. This Mash card is helpful to the user to access the valid 

information at any time. For example it is helpful to view the user Pan card, 

Passport, Voter ID card Information (figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Checker Option 

            7 Conclusions 
 

 Existing problems of smart card involves high production cost. The 

overhead of maintaining and updating the smart card is also significantly 

high. In this work, we propose a model where the need of the smart card is 

eliminated by giving an alternative solution with the QR code. QR codes are 

easy to maintain and produce. Reading the data inside the QR code is also 

quite easy and there is no need of separate reader for reading the data. 

 

 8 Future Enhancements 
 

 Future work include beautifying the QR code where the QR codes noises 

are eliminated by adding beautiful textures to it or adding photo to QR code 

by which it could also be useful for photo verification. Bringing it to android 

wearable‟s where the future lies.  
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Adding NFC compatibility to the project would bring single tap transactions 

where it could be highly useful in banking applications. 
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